
Burgess and Hoyt Model 23/03/2018

Do Now
Answer these questions:

1. What is a settlement?
2. What is a site?
3. What does situation mean?
4. What is a function?
5. Name some functions of a settlement
6. Name the 3 settlement patterns
7. Why do settlements change?

Learning Objectives
§ To know what CBD means
§ To understand the pattern of land use in towns
§ To be able to describe the shapes of land use models

Key words
§ Burgess
§ Hoyt
§ Model
§ Suburbs
§ CBD
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Urban growth

original 
settlement

Most towns and cities 
grow from a small, 
original settlement.

In Britain, many towns 
grew rapidly in the 
nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries.  

Why do you think 
that was the case?
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What do you find in a city centre?
Zone A: CBD
Central 
Business 
District 

(Offices and 
Shops
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What do you find in a city centre?
Zone A: CBD
Central 
Business 
District 

(Offices and 
shops)
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What do you find in a city?

Zone B: Inner City
Terraced housing, 
also high-rise flats.
No garages
Few gardens
Little open space.PREVIEW



What do you find in an inner city?

Zone B: Inner City
Terraced housing, 
also high-rise flats.
No garages
Few gardens
Little open space.
Used to be factoriesPREVIEW



What do you find in a city?
Zone C:Inner 

Suburbs

- More space
-Semi-detached 
medium size houses
-Small gardens and 
garages
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What do you find in the inner 
suburbs?

Zone C:Inner 
Suburbs

- More space
-Semi-detached 
medium size houses
-Small gardens and 
garages
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What do you find in a city?

Zone D: 
Outer suburbs

-Modern detached 
and semi-detached 

housing.
-Gardens
-Garages

-Open spacesPREVIEW



What do you find in the outer 
suburbs?

Zone D: 
Outer suburbs

-Modern detached 
and semi-detached 

housing.
-Gardens
-Garages

-Open spacesPREVIEW



What do you find outside a city?

CountrysidePREVIEW



Zones Can Be Called By Different 
Names

• Zone A
– Central Business District (CBD)
– Business Centre

• Zone B
– Inner City

• Zone C
– Inner Suburbs

• Zone D
– Outer Suburbs

• CountrysidePREVIEW



Burgess – Concentric model 

Countryside

Zone A: CBD
Central 
Business 
District 

(Offices and 
Shops

Zone B: Inner City
Terraced housing, 
also high-rise flats.
No garages
Few gardens
Little open space.

Zone C:Inner 
Suburbs

- More space
-Semi-detached 
medium size 
houses
-Small gardens 
and garages

Zone D: 
Outer suburbs

-Modern detached and 
semi-detached housing.

-Gardens
-Garages

-Open spacesPREVIEW



https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=co83EEDZ2MM
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Burgess – Concentric model 

Countryside

Zone A: CBD
Central 
Business 
District 

(Offices and 
Shops

Zone B: Inner City
Terraced housing, 
also high-rise flats.
No garages
Few gardens
Little open space.

Zone C:Inner 
Suburbs

- More space
-Semi-detached 
medium size 
houses
-Small gardens 
and garages

Zone D: 
Outer suburbs

-Modern detached and 
semi-detached housing.

-Gardens
-Garages

-Open spacesPREVIEW



Simple transect across a city

CBDInner City Inner CitySuburbs Suburbs
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Hoyt - Sector Model

Working class housing

Middle class housing

High class housing

Light manufacturing

CBD
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Task
Answer the following questions:

1. Why do both Burgess and Hoyt have a CBD in the 
middle?

2. Why does industrial wasteland get quickly 
redeveloped?

3. What are the advantages of conservation areas?
4. What land use takes up most space in a city?
5. What is the difference between brownfield, greenfield 

and green belt land?PREVIEW



Task
Compare and contrast the Burgess and Hoyt models.

How are they similar?

How are the different?

How useful are they?

Apply them to case study.
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In which urban zone/s are you likely to find…

a shop open at 2am?

a small corner shop?

the cathedral?

a museum?

a department store?

the highest buildings?

an old warehouse?

houses with large gardens?

golf courses?

cul-de-sacs?

a castle?
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What have we learnt today?

Learning Objectives
§ To know what CBD means
§ To understand the pattern of land use in towns
§ To be able to describe the shapes of land use models
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